Investigating Hackers on Facebook Application using FRAppE
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ABSTRACT—There are millions of people who install the facebook application and third party apps are always the major problem for fame and addictiveness of Facebook. Thus hackers have known the strength of the apps for spreading the unwanted things. We have found that 15% of apps are malicious. Thus for the problem we have developed our contribution …i.e. FRAppE (Facebook Rigorous Application Evaluator). FRAppE is to focus on the investigation of malicious apps on Facebook. The behavioral sense of 111k Facebook apps in 2.6 million users were used to develop FRAppE. With 99.5% accuracy FRAppE can detect malicious apps with no false positives and a low false negative rate (4.1%). We have a group of features to identify the spam app from good apps. For app testing and ranking we see FRAppE as a step towards creating an independent watchdog that warn users on Facebook before installing apps.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most popular application which comes with its own advantages and disadvantages is Facebook. Such enhancement consist of interesting and enjoyable ways of communicating among online friends and it also include interesting games and listening to music. Now a days we can see that there are 500k apps are available on Facebook, within that 40M apps [1]are installed everyday by the Facebook users. In addition many apps get acquired and maintain a sizable user. Unfortunately recent evidence shows that, hackers have started deploying malicious apps [7, 9] can provide a lucrative business for hackers. Hackers can benefit from a malicious app in many ways. i) The app can obtain users personal information including password, email id, gender. ii)The app can spread spam in a large number of users. Here the problem is, there are many malicious apps spreading on Facebook every day[6].

Today, the user has very limited information about the apps at the time of installing it on Facebook. That app may be malicious. This is an open gate for the hackers to obtain the personal information from users.

To protect the Facebook users from hackers, we develop FRAppE, a suite of efficient classification technique for identifying whether an app is malicious or not. To develop FRAppE, we use data available from MyPageKeeper, a Facebook app [36] designed for detecting the malicious posts on Facebook. That will check the Facebook profiles of 2.2 million users. FRAppE (Facebook Rigorous Application Evaluator) is a tool which is mainly focused on detecting malicious apps on Facebook. It is an effective detection approach. Following are our key contributions.

• FRAppE can provide 99% accuracy in detecting malicious apps.

We build FRAppE to detect the malicious app on Facebook using on-demand and aggregation based app information. By adding aggregation based information, FRAppE can discover malware apps with 99.5% accuracy with no false positive and lower false negative (4.1%).

• The profile of spam and good apps is different.

The malicious app profiles are significantly different from those of benign apps. Most of the malicious app have the same name. The benign app, that provides similar functionality.

• 15% of apps on Facebook are detected as malicious.

The evidence shows that around 15% of apps on Facebook are malicious. And 100k users each by convincing them to follow the links on the posts made by these apps.

II. OVERVIEW

Apps in facebook

Third party apps developers have rights in Facebook to offer services to the user. If the user installs the Facebook application to his profile, the user allows the application server to access the permission to a set of details that the user have provide in his Facebook profile like email address and also permission to access the some action in behalf of user such as post on the wall. By handling OAuth 2.0 token, Facebook allows this permission to any applications, this token is allocated for each user who installs the facebook. Fig 2.1 show how hackers make use of the malicious apps, the malicious apps are works as follows:

• Hackers promote the user to install the apps by giving some false rewards with some keyword -Free+, -Reall, -Hurry.
After installing the app it will provide the user a new web page where the users need to give some action regarding that reward such as complete task with false promises again.

Then it will ask for personal information from profile.

After that the app makes malicious post on this user’s wall.

In the investigation we have to give some sample dataset they are by:

Discovering malicious applications if any post has found as malicious so the application which that post has made can mark as malicious post[6].

In several investigating we found –Death predictor user also marked as malicious. this use already describes that addictiveness of facebook users. To prevent those kind of misuses, we used whitelist to classify the benign apps from URL. After whitelisted we left 6,273 malicious applications.

We also investigated about apps permission to be granted inorder to installs the application. All the application which are licensed is provided with an app_id/http://www.facebook.com/apps/graph_apps?id=app_id). By crawling all the apps this URL has been checked and detect the benign and malicious apps.

III. WIDESPREAD OF MALICIOUS APPS
The factor for identifying malicious apps and the main reason of it is that the malicious pots are posted by these apps on facebook.53% of malicious posts by MyPageKeeper was posted by malicious apps.

There are two different ways of widespread of malicious apps:-

(i) 100 thousand clicks on the URL’s posted are got by 60% of malicious apps.

We determine the number of clicks for malicious apps on the links which are the malicious post. For the malicious apps in D-Sample dataset, we reach all bit-ly URL’s in posts. We observe more onbit-ly UPL’s since bit-ly offers an API[18] for receiving number of clicks is lower bound.

Even bit-ly link will receive clicks from various other sources outside facebook. For this purpose for the total number of clicks received in bit-ly URL ,is an upper bound and it is done through facebook. Almost 6,273 malicious apps in D-Sample dataset, it is known that 3,805 of the apps has posted 5,700 bit-ly URL’s in total.

We usually observe and query bit-ly for the click count in each URL.60% of malicious apps cover over 100k clicks in which 1M clicks are received by 20% each. The most eye catching was the one with 1,742,359 clicks i.e. :What is the sexiest thing about you?!

(ii) There is a median of 40% malicious apps with 1000 monthly active users.

By inspecting number of users onfacebook we examine the malicious apps. In order for the above study we use Monthly Active Users (MAU) provided by facebook for every app. We found that 40% of malicious application had a median MAU of atleast 1000 users, and 60% of malicious application achieved 1000 during three month observation.

One of which it became famous was -Future Teller! which had maximum MAU of 260,000 and median of 20,000.

a. Posting direct links to other apps.

We find 692 promoter apps in our D-Sample dataset which promoted 1,806 different apps using direct links. The activity was intense :15% of the promoters promoted atleast 5 promote apps . For example, _The App_ was

Dataset
Over 2.2 millions install Facebook a day so Facebook apps have dataset from 2.2M Facebook user. Which has be followed by MyPageKeeper. This dataset consist of 124M posts from 2.2M walls which followed by by MyPageKeeper [13]. By investigating the facebook, Post over 9 months from June 2013 to March 2014. This 124M post is made by 111K apps.

MyPageKeeper.
MyPageKeeper[36] is a security app provided by facebook application. This MyPageKeeper discover the malicious posts on the the user’s wall then apply url blacklisted as well as SVM classification technique to detect malicious apps. figure 2.2 shows the architecture design of the FRAppE. In existing system MyPageKeeper discovers only post of hackers with 97% high percentages accuracy [28].

MyPageKeeper used Support Vector Machine (SVM) based classifier to discover whether the URL is malicious or benign. The classifier identifies the malicious post by taking some features consist of the presence of some keywords such as –click herel ,frel and also by the resemblance of text messages and number of the likes and comments if the level of likes are lower than it is malicious. If the URL is found as malicious the all the post contains in that URL will be malicious.

In the investigation we have to give some sample dataset they are by:

Discovering malicious applications if any post has found as malicious so the application which that post has made can mark as malicious post[6].

In several investigating we found –Death predictor user also marked as malicious. this use already describes that addictiveness of facebook users. To prevent those kind of misuses, we used whitelist to classify the benign apps from URL. After whitelisted we left 6,273 malicious applications.

We also investigated about apps permission to be granted inorder to installs the application. All the application which are licensed is provided with an app_id/http://www.facebook.com/apps/graph_apps? id=app_id). By crawling all the apps this URL has been checked and detect the benign and malicious apps.

III. WIDESPREAD OF MALICIOUS APPS
The factor for identifying malicious apps and the main reason of it is that the malicious pots are posted by these apps on facebook.53% of malicious posts by MyPageKeeper was posted by malicious apps.

There are two different ways of widespread of malicious apps:-

(i) 100 thousand clicks on the URL’s posted are got by 60% of malicious apps.

We determine the number of clicks for malicious apps on the links which are the malicious post. For the malicious apps in D-Sample dataset, we reach all bit-ly URL’s in posts. We observe more onbit-ly UPL’s since bit-ly offers an API[18] for receiving number of clicks is lower bound.

Even bit-ly link will receive clicks from various other sources outside facebook. For this purpose for the total number of clicks received in bit-ly URL ,is an upper bound and it is done through facebook. Almost 6,273 malicious apps in D-Sample dataset, it is known that 3,805 of the apps has posted 5,700 bit-ly URL’s in total.

We usually observe and query bit-ly for the click count in each URL.60% of malicious apps cover over 100k clicks in which 1M clicks are received by 20% each. The most eye catching was the one with 1,742,359 clicks i.e. :What is the sexiest thing about you?!

(ii) There is a median of 40% malicious apps with 1000 monthly active users.

By inspecting number of users on facebook we examine the malicious apps. In order for the above study we use Monthly Active Users (MAU) provided by facebook for every app. We found that 40% of malicious application had a median MAU of atleast 1000 users, and 60% of malicious application achieved 1000 during three month observation.

One of which it became famous was –Future Teller! which had maximum MAU of 260,000 and median of 20,000.

a. Posting direct links to other apps.

We find 692 promoter apps in our D-Sample dataset which promoted 1,806 different apps using direct links. The activity was intense :15% of the promoters promoted atleast 5 promote apps . For example, _The App_ was
promoting 24 other apps with names ‘The App’ or ‘La App’.

b. Indirect app promotion:

Hackers have started using websites outside Facebook to have promotion of apps. We can know the malicious apps as they contain shortened URL. If the problem from URL is identified and solved it directly points to the other website forward users to different app installation pages.

IV. PROBLEM DEFINITION

From our observations we find that malicious app are on Facebook. Our next step is to build a tool that must identify malicious content on Facebook. To develop a tool like FRAppE, we should analyze and compare the various features of malicious and benign apps. There are two divisions of features: on-demand features and aggregation-based features.

On-demand features

The on-demand features comes with an application, which tells that one can obtain the on-demand feature given the application's ID. such metrics consist of name of the app, description, company, category and permissions.

Application summary

Malicious apps have incomplete application summary. In the first step, we compare malicious and benign apps with respect to application present in the application’s summary such as app description, company name and category. Only 1.4% of malicious apps have a nonempty description, whereas 93% of benign app configures their summary with a description.

Required permission set

97% of malicious apps require only one permission from users. Every Facebook application requires the authorization from the user before using it. And every app requests the user to provide the set of permission at time of installation. These permissions are chosen from a pool of 64 permissions pre-defined by Facebook.

Redirect URI

Malicious app redirect user to domains with poor reputation. In an application's installation URL, the redirect URI parameter refers to the URL where the user is redirected to once she/he installs the app. We extracted the redirect URI parameter from the installation URL for apps in the D-Inst dataset and queried the trust reputation score for these URIs from WOT [8].

Aggregation-based features

Now, we analyze applications with respect to aggregation-based features. Unlike the features we considered in on-demand features, we considered so far, aggregation-based features for an app cannot be obtained on-demand. Here we envision that aggregation-based features are assembled by entities that will check the posting behavior of various application across users.

App name

85% of malicious apps have an app name identical to that of at least one other malicious app. An application's name is fixed by the app developer at the time of the creation of that app. And every app has a unique app ID, Facebook does not impose any restrictions on app names. So it is possible to create multiple apps with the same app name.

External link to post ratio

Malicious app often post links pointing to domains outside Facebook, whereas benign apps rarely do so. Every post on facebook include an URL. These URL may be made by malicious or benign apps. We can see that 80% of benign apps do not post any external links, whereas 40% of the malicious apps have one external link on average per post. This shows that malicious apps attempt to lead users to web pages hosted outside facebook, whereas the links posted by benign apps are almost always restricted to URLs in the facebook.com domain.

V. INVESTIGATING HACKERS ON FACEBOOK

We have classified the hackers apps which is malicious and benign apps, we have 2 variants to this classifier they are FRAppE lite and FRAppE. The security apps of Facebook that is MyPageKeeper only discover the malicious post and links but not the apps. These two variants of classifier is designed to discover the malicious apps.

FRAppE lite

This lightweight version will only make use the application feature of On-Demand. On-Demand specifies with respect to the app_id and FRAppE lite crawls the application with respect to these On-Demand features.

We use SVM [15] classifier to classify the hackers and benign. The FRAppE lite will be giving the accuracy 99.0%, with low false positive (0.1%) and false negative(4.44%) accuracy is defined as the ratio of truly identified apps which benign or malicious, false positive rate is fraction of benign apps incorrectly as malicious.

FRAppE

There are 2 features used to classified the malicious apps and benign apps, this FRAppE uses the aggregation based features with the On-Demand features that it's lightweight version only uses the On-Demand feature. Aggregation based feature of an app which consist a cross user and cross-app view with time.

FRAppE which gives the accuracy with 99.5% and with 4.1% of false negative rate also it doesn't contain any false positive. We invent FRAppE which is used in Facebook and also secure from third party application of millions of users.

Ways to discuss New Hackers

We used to crawl all the posts, links and apps in the user's wall to do so we apply FRAppE to all URLs. If any new apps has discovered it will discover the malicious URL by using different ways they are

1. Facebook used to keep checking the hackers in Facebook application then it discover and disables from the wall by using the graph which contains the malicious app list. This has done by API in Facebook (https://graph.facebook.com /appId) which returns false for a malicious app because its return false because it’s not exist in the Facebook dataset. This process of FRAppE can be done with 87% of accuracy.

2. In other ways we can check for similarity in the name of apps. If more number of apps seems similar with a malicious app then that apps can be taken as malicious. Otherwise some names can be given as similar but at end of that name they could give the version number that also
can take as malicious apps this is also a valid technique to find the malicious apps with FRApkE. Also we can check for the similarity in the link URL. If the posted link name is similar to the malicious URL, so easily we can identify the malicious apps.

3. At last, we are left with 157 apps that has not identified by the above technique. That apps could verified manually like check one by one and can be identified by using the similarity among this apps and can be identified more than 112 apps which is malicious using FRApkE.

VI. SOCIAL MALWARE ECOSYSTEM

By using FRApkE, we discover the harmful apps, after that we check the several ways how the social malware support each other. From our observation we find the interesting thing that malicious apps do not operate in segregation they share the same name and their work must collaboratively in encouraging each other.

- The emergent’s of AppNets

We observed that more than 6,330 malicious apps in our dataset that emerge in collaborative promotion. In that 2.5% are promoters, 58.8% are promoters, and the remaining 16.2% play both roles.

- Piggybacking

The app piggybacking is a approach in which hackers are using this. The facebook’s API and there post are harmful post by using popular apps. There are several ways that hackers are benefited by this. The hackers make the user to share the harmful post by offering rewards. They crawl the API from Facebook by hacking the users account; they again post the harmful app in the user's wall. By the app in the request to post the harmful post. The Facebook could not recognize this because the app ID is already included in the appID.

In our dataset we identify the piggyback that is each app has atleast one malicious post according to myPageKeeper and we will check for the apps which is having low rates and we found that 80% apps have harmful posts to all posts rate i.e less than 0.4.

VII. CONCLUSION

Here we propose of how safeguard Facebook users from hackers. Using this paper we can understand the significant characteristics of malicious apps and how they operate. In this work we find that at least 15 % of apps on our dataset are malicious. Malicious apps are differing from benign ones. That is most of the malicious apps have similar name. Profiling each of our observations, we designed FRApkE, a correct classifier for detecting malicious apps on Facebook. To develop FRApkE we use information gathered by observing the posting behavior of 111k Facebook apps seen across 2.2 million users on Facebook. We identify a set of features that help us to distinguish malicious apps from benign ones. And finally we explore the ecosystem of malicious Facebook apps and identify mechanism that these apps use to propagate. We will continue to investigate on hackers platform dig deep into their ecosystem to reduce the malicious app on Facebook.
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